Gas-particle flows can be described by a kinetic equation for the particle phase coupled with the Navier−Stokes equations for the fluid phase through a momentum exchange term. The direct solution of the kinetic equation is prohibitive for most applications due to the high dimensionality of the space of independent variables. A viable alternative is represented by moment methods, where moments of the velocity distribution function are transported in space and time. In this work, a fully coupled third-order, quadrature-based moment method is applied to the simulation of mono-and bidisperse gas-particle flows in the riser of a circulating fluidized bed. Gaussian quadrature formulas are used to model the unclosed terms in the moment transport equations. A Bhatnagar−Gross−Krook (BGK) collision model is used in the monodisperse case, while the full Boltzmann integral is adopted in the bidisperse case. The predicted values of mean local phase velocities, rms velocities, and particle volume fractions are compared with the Euler−Lagrange simulations and experimental data from the literature. The local values of the time-average Stokes, Mach, and Knudsen numbers predicted by the simulation are reported and analyzed to justify the adoption of high-order moment methods as opposed to models based on hydrodynamic closures.
■ INTRODUCTION
Gas-particle flows in risers have been the topic of extensive research in order to develop reliable computational models capable of describing their features. In general, two kinds of approaches are possible to describe the particle phase: a Lagrangian approach, where each particle trajectory is resolved independently, applying the fundamental laws of Mechanics; and an Eulerian approach, in which the particle phase is described by transport equations for moments of the particle velocity distribution function. The computational convenience and the absence of statistical noise characteristic of Eulerian models make them very attractive both for research and applications, and significant effort to improve their formulation has been spent in the last two decades. Nevertheless, when properly formulated, 1 the predictions from Lagrangian and Eulerian models for the particle phase should be identical.
Hydrodynamic models for circulating-fluidized-bed (CFB) reactors have been developed 2,3 to account for heat transfer and to introduce a normal stress modulus for the particle phase. By adopting an appropriate drag correlation, 4 one can properly predict flow regimes typical of CFB risers. 5, 6 If all the interactions between the phases are accounted for and correlated to the averaged and fluctuating components of the phase velocity fields, 7,8 a hydrodynamic model is able to properly predict the behavior of gas−solid flow in a riser. A stationary hydrodynamic model 7 is able to predict the particle phase stresses through the kinetic theory of granular flow as a function of the particle fluctuating energy (granular energy). A modified model 9 has been proposed and validated against experimental data, 10 showing a high sensitivity to the value of the restitution coefficient, whose reduction may lead to a wrong prediction of the particle segregation patterns inside the duct. In general, such sensitivity to model parameters points to a breakdown of the hydrodynamic description for relatively dilute flows. 1 For turbulent flow, a one-equation turbulence model 11 has been used to describe the gas-phase turbulence by adopting standard wall-functions for the zone near the wall. A zeroequation closure 12 for the gas-phase turbulence has also been proposed. Extending previous work 7 to arbitrarily inclined ducts, a model accounting for the effects of particle sliding and rotation has been developed. 13 A low Reynolds number two-equation k-ε model for the gas phase has been proposed 14 to eliminate the need for wall functions. The influence of turbulence both on the transport equations and on the kinetic theory closure equations has been studied, 15 leading to a reformulation of the dissipation term of granular energy, which resulted in a reduced sensitivity of the model to the value of the particle restitution coefficient. A CFB riser has been simulated 16, 17 using the kinetic theory of granular flow, neglecting the gas-phase turbulence. A model that couples a two-equation turbulence model with a set of two equations for the particle-phase turbulent kinetic energy and for the gas-particle velocity correlation has also been proposed. 18−20 It is noteworthy that RANS turbulence models for gas-particle flows are rarely compared to Lagrangian simulations and, in fact, rely on adjustable parameters to close the interaction terms between the two phases.
Following the ideas behind large-eddy simulations (LES), 1 LES models have been introduced 12,21−24 using a standard subgrid stress model 25 to describe the turbulence of the gas phase. Recently, 26 a Lagrangian description of the particle phase coupled to an LES model for the gas phase has been compared to a multi-fluid model of a circulating fluidized bed. For dense gas-particle flows, a two-scale, second-order moment particlephase turbulence model has been developed. 27 A novel LES approach for particle-laden turbulent flows in the framework of the Eulerian formalism for inertial particles has also been proposed. 28 Experiments in a riser with monodisperse particles have been carried out 29 and compared to the results of numerical simulations performed using the Lagrangian discrete particle model (DPM) approach coupled to an LES description of the gas phase.
In this work, we consider a monodisperse riser flow from the literature 29 and a bidisperse riser flow examined experimentally 22 and simulated 30 using the Euler−Lagrange approach. We perform numerical simulations of both systems using a thirdorder quadrature-based moment method coupled with a fluid solver. 31 Results are compared to experimental data and to Euler−Lagrange simulations. 29, 30 Flow statistics of the particle phase are computed, and dimensionless parameters such as the particle-phase Mach, Knudsen, and Stokes numbers are examined in order to justify the adoption of high-order moment methods. Of particular interest is the closure used to describe inelastic particle−particle collisions 32 in the Eulerian model. We show in this work that closures based on the evaluation of the full Boltzmann integral are required in order to properly capture the collisional change in properties of the particulate phase in the case of bidisperse flows. In this case, linearized models, which provide satisfactory results in the monodisperse case, are unable to properly describe properties like the evolution of the temperature ratio at the homogeneous cooling state as a function of the particle diameter ratio.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. First, we provide a brief overview of the Euler−Euler model and the quadrature-based moment methods introduced in our earlier works. 31−39 Next, we describe the simulation setup used to model the riser experiments with monodisperse 29 and bidisperse 22 particles. Finally, our simulation results are presented and qualitatively compared to the experimental data and Euler−Lagrange simulation results. 30 
■ MODEL DESCRIPTION
Fluid-Phase Governing Equations. The fluid phase, assumed to be incompressible and isothermal, is described by a continuity and a momentum equation as in traditional two-fluid models. 40−42 The fluid continuity equation is
and the fluid momentum equation is
where α g , ρ g , U g are the fluid-phase volume fraction, density and mean velocity, M gp represents the momentum exchange term due to the drag between the fluid and particle phases, and g is the gravitational acceleration vector. The stress tensor τ g is
where μ g is the viscosity of the fluid and I the unit tensor. The fluid-phase equations are coupled to the particle-phase description through the volume-fraction constraint α g + α p = 1 and the momentum exchange term. For the dilute gas-particle flows considered in this work, momentum coupling is the dominant phase-interaction term.
Particle-Phase Governing Equations. The particle phase is described in analogy to the kinetic theory of a gas composed of smooth, noncohesive spheres. 32 The governing equation of each particle type in the granular mixture is then represented by a kinetic equation for the particle number density function
where v i is the velocity vector of the ith particle type, A i is the acceleration acting on each particle, including gravity and drag, and  i j , represents the rate of change in the number density function due to binary collisions between particles of types i and j. For the dilute cases considered in this work, we can neglect the collisional flux term 32 in the kinetic equation.
Quadrature-Based Moment Method. The moments of the number density function f i are defined, for each particle type, as
where γ = k + l + m is the order of the moment. In this work, we will use moments up to third order in the velocity 35
, , ,
which we denote by the moment vector M i γ . By construction, the zero-order moment for each particle type is equal to the particlephase volume fraction, i.e., M i 0 = α p,i . Using the moment definition, transport equations for the moments of f i can be found from eq 4, leading to
where A i γ and C ij γ are, respectively, the moments of order γ of the acceleration term and of the collision term. It is worth noticing that the coupling between each particle type and the fluid phase is achieved by means of the acceleration term, 31 while the momentum exchange between particles is described by the collision term. As a consequence, the set of equations constituted by the Navier−Stokes equations for the fluid and the moment transport equations for each particle type accounts for the full coupling among the phases, without any need to specify a drag correlation for particle−particle interactions between particle types.
In this work, each particle type is described considering 20 moments of f i , up to the third order. 35 As a consequence, 20 transport equations for the moments are solved for each type of particle considered (i.e., one type for monodisperse and two types for bidisperse). Such equations, however, are unclosed because they depend on the spatial fluxes of higher-order moments, the acceleration term and on the collision term. Gaussian quadrature formulas are used to provide closures for these terms as a function of a set of weights n α and abscissas U α . Weights and abscissas are computed from the set of transported moments by means of an inversion algorithm. In this work, a set of eight weights and abscissas per each velocity component is used. 35 However, higher-order quadrature formulas are also possible. 36, 39 The moments can be computed as a function of the quadrature weights and abscissas using the definition in eq 5, where we drop the index representing the particle type because the formulas are identical for each type: 
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The drag force terms are given by
where m p is the particle mass. The drag time, computed for each velocity abscissa, is calculated as
where ρ p is the material density of the solid, and d p is particle diameter. The particle Reynolds number is defined for each abscissa by (15) and the drag coefficient C D is modeled as 4
The moment spatial fluxes are represented by the second term on the left-hand side of eq 10 and are computed according to their kinetic definition 34−36 in order to ensure the realizability of the set of moments. Details of the implementation of kinetic spatial fluxes with high-order realizable schemes are available elsewhere. 38 As noted in the Introduction, the principal difference between the Euler−Lagrange and the Euler−Euler model described above is the treatment of the collision term. In the discrete particle model used in the Lagrangian simulations 30 of the particle phase, the hard-sphere collisions are computed exactly. In contrast, in the kinetic equation the hard-sphere collisions are approximated using the Boltzmann collision integral, which invokes a closure concerning the particle pair correlation. 44, 47, 48 Thus, all else being equal (e.g., the treatment of the drag force), the accuracy of the collision model in capturing the dependence of the lowerorder moments on hard-sphere collisions will be the main source of differences between the two modeling approaches.
Collision Model for Monodisperse Case. The collision term  is modeled, in the case of monodisperse particles, using the Bhatnagar−Gross−Krook (BGK) collision operator. 49 The BGK's explicit form allows its moments to be found analytically, reducing the total computational cost, without significantly affecting the accuracy of the predicted low-order moments of the velocity distribution function. 37 The expression used in this work represents an inelastic extension 37 of the ellipsoidal-statistic BGK 50
where τ c is the collision time. The equilibrium distribution function f es is extended from the usual Maxwellian form to account for inelastic collisions
where λ −1 is the inverse of the matrix λ, defined by
with γ = 1/Pr, ω = (1+e)/2, M 0 the number density of particles (zero-order moment), U p the mean particle velocity, e the restitution coefficient, Θ p the granular temperature, and σ the particle velocity covariance matrix. In this work, γ = 1, so that Pr = 1 in the standard BGK model. 45 The non-zero source terms in the moment transport equations up to third order due to collisions are given by
where λ kl and Δ klm are, respectively, the second-and third-order moments of the equilibrium distribution function. The collision time τ c is defined by 
with granular temperature Θ p defined in terms of the moments by
and 
The radial distribution function g 0 used in this work is 51 (24) and is valid for dilute and moderately dense flows with particle volume fractions below 0.55. 52 Both of the test cases studied in this work have local volume fractions well below this limit.
Collision Model for Bidisperse Case. In the case of bidisperse particles, the full hard-sphere Boltzmann collision model is used with the moment source terms derived in our previous work. 32 As discussed below, the motivation for this choice is found in the accuracy of the collision model in representing the features of polydisperse mixtures, which cannot be properly captured by linearized models. The Boltzmann collision integral for a polydisperse mixture with constant restitution coefficient e ij for collisions between particle types i and j can be written as 44,47,48
where the primed velocities represent the post-collisional velocities, and B ij is related to the collision cross section. The source term for the moment of order γ = l 1 + l 2 + l 3 for the i-th species can be written in terms of quadrature weights and abscissas as 32
where χ ij = (d p,i + d p,j )/(2d p,j ) and g k 1 k 2 = |U k 1 − U k 2 | is the relative velocity for the abscissas of the two particles taking part in the collision. The analytical expressions for the terms I l 1 l 2 l 3 (0) , corresponding to the 20 moments under consideration, are found by integrating over the collision cross section as reported elsewhere. 32 Note that eq 25 depends on the particle type through the material density ρ i and the diameters d p,i and d p,j . The radial distribution function (g 0,ij ) in the bidisperse cases considered in this work is set to unity because the finite-size effects of the particles are assumed to be negligible due to the relatively low average particle volume fraction in the system (5%). A description of the full Boltzmann−Enskog integral for denser flows can be found elsewhere. 32 It is worth noticing that the quadrature-based moment closure for the collision integral described above includes all the terms in the polydisperse kinetic theory discussed in Chao et al. 53 In particular, the term corresponding to the f luid dynamic velocity dif ference is accounted for exactly in eq 25, up to the accuracy of the quadrature approximation.
The adoption of the Boltzmann collision operator, rather than of a linearized model for the collision term, is justified by comparing results obtained with molecular dynamics (MD), 54 a linearized BGK-like model, 55 and the full Boltzmann collision model in eq 25. A cooling mixture constituted by two granular species, respectively, with particle masses m 1 and m 2 , particle diameters d p,1 and d p,2 , and species volume fractions α p,1 and α p,2 was simulated for a homogeneous system using the methods reported in our previous work. 37 The ratio of the species volume fractions was assumed to be unity (α p,1 /α p,2 = 1), and the total volume fraction is α p,1 + α p,2 = 0.1. Two different values of the restitution coefficient, e = 0.95 and e = 0.8, were considered, and the results comparing the two collision models to the MD predictions are shown in Figure 1 . For varying mass ratio, the particle diameters are equal; for varying diameter ratio, the particle masses are equal. When the diameter ratio is varied, both the material densities ρ 1 and ρ 2 as well as the number concentrations n 1 and n 2 must be varied to keep the species volume fractions equal. 56 The granular mixture tends to evolve toward a homogeneous cooling state where the temperature ratio of the two species reaches a constant value, even though the individual values of the temperatures continue to decrease. 54 The value of the temperature ratio predicted by MD simulation and by QMOM with the two collision models is shown as a function of the particle mass ratio (Figure 1a ) and of the particle diameter (Figure 1b ). Both the BGK-like model and the Boltzmann collision model are capable of predicting the dependency of the temperature ratio as a function of the particle mass ratio. However, as illustrated in Figure 1b , the BGK-like collision model does not satisfactorily predict the dependency of the species temperature ratio on the particle size ratio, while eq 25 provides good agreement with the MD predictions. Because the diameter ratio is an important parameter for the bidisperse riser flow, we use eq 25 in the remainder of this work.
Boundary Conditions. Boundary conditions for the moment transport equations are specified in terms of the quadrature approximation, as shown elsewhere. 31, 35 For example, a specular reflective condition at the walls is defined as 
where e w is the restitution coefficient for collisions between a particle and the wall, and i = 0 represents the wall, assumed to be along the second direction in the considered reference frame. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed by enforcing the periodicity on the set of weights and abscissas. As shown elsewhere, 37 it is straightforward to impose partial reflective and Maxwellian boundary conditions using quadrature-based moment methods.
■ NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The model presented above has been implemented in the CFD code MFIX 57,58 as described in detail elsewhere, 31 and is validated here against the experimental measurements in a gasparticle flow riser with monodisperse 29 and bidisperse particles. 22 Here, we briefly describe the solution procedure and the simulation setup for the mono-and bidisperse cases. Numerical Solution Procedure. The general procedure for the numerical solution of the moment transport equations and their coupling with the fluid phase is described in detail elsewhere. 31 The fluid-phase equations are solved with an iterative procedure based on the SIMPLE algorithm 59, 60 and coupled with the QMOM equations using the partial elimination algorithm. 61 The second-order scheme with a Superbee limiter was used to discretize the fluid-phase equations. The only major difference in comparison to the original algorithm 31 is represented by the treatment of the Boltzmann collision operator because the moments are updated using a numerical time integration rather than using analytical integration, as in the case of the BGK collision model. The effect of collisions on the set of moments is included by solving an ordinary differential equation using operator splitting 31 = t
with a simple Euler method, which leads to
where C ij is the source term given by the quadrature approximation of the moments of the Boltzmann collision integral, and Δt the integration time step, which is limited by a Courant−Friedrichs−Lewy (CFL) condition based on the collision time.
Simulation Setup for Monodisperse Case. The experimental setup 29 is constituted by a riser column of rectangular cross section, as schematically represented in Figure 2 . The dimensions of the riser and the properties of the fluid and particle phases are reported in Table 1 . The computational domain considered in this work represents only a portion of the whole riser examined in the experiments, 29 in the center of the column, with a height L, as represented by the hashed volume in Figure 2 . Periodic boundary conditions were imposed at the top and bottom of the computational domain, while no-slip conditions were used for the fluid phase at the wall, and reflective conditions with restitution coefficient e w = 1 were used for the particle phase. It is worth noting that the value of the particle-wall restitution coefficient is not found to significantly impact the riser dynamics. 62 The effect of the tangential restitution coefficient was neglected in this study because the particle angular momentum is not accounted for in the present model. Additionally, it was shown 63,64 that at least for dense flows the effect of the tangential restitution coefficient is negligible for practical values of the wall friction coefficient.
As is customary for simulating fully developed riser flow, 31 the fluid-phase mass flux has been imposed to match the mean particle mass flux G s by adapting the pressure gradient along the height of the computational domain. We underline that the fully developed riser flow adopted in our simulations only allows a qualitative comparison of the results with the data from the literature because it is apparent 29, 30, 53 that the simulations used as reference were performed without assuming the domain to be periodic (i.e., the flow statistics are changing in the vertical direction). As will be shown later, the fact that the riser flow is not fully developed in the previous simulations has a significant effect on the flow statistics, particularly in the bidisperse case.
The grid density used in the simulations, taken from the literature, 29 is 25 grid points along W, 60 along L, and 10 along D. A grid-independence study involving simulations of gas-particle flows in a vertical channel with QMOM was performed in our previous work, 65 where we have shown that QBMM allows grid independence to be achieved without the formation of structures at high particle volume fraction whose size is strictly related to the grid size. Simulations were performed with an adaptive time stepping, based on the convergence of the fluid-phase residuals, 57 Figure 2 . Schematic representation of the riser. 29 Hashed area represents the actual portion of the riser considered in the simulations. on the QMOM CFL condition on the particle collision time and the drag time. Simulations are carried out for a total of 10 s of simulation time, while time averages are computed on the last 5 s of simulation time. Because the domain is periodic, volumefraction-weighted averages are computed assuming the z direction to be statistically homogeneous and, considering a symmetry plane located at W/2, normal to the x direction. The rms values are found by subtracting the time-average values from the instantaneous fields and time averaging the square of the differences. The final rms values are then the square root of timeaverage square differences. As discussed elsewhere, 53 the rms values found in this manner are expected to be much larger than those found using the granular temperature. Simulation Setup for Bidisperse Case. A riser flow used previously in experiments, 22 Euler−Lagrange 30 or Euler−Euler 53 simulations, was used here for testing our simulation code for bidisperse gas-particle flows. The original system has an internal diameter of 0.032 m and is 1.0 m tall. The main properties of the system and of the phases are reported in Table 2 . The system is represented in this work by a two-dimensional channel with two parallel walls, consistent with previous simulations 30, 53 wherein comparisons between two-and three-dimensional simulations showed no important differences. It is worth noting that only a portion of the system was simulated for a total height of the computational domain equal to 0.3 m. The same numerical configuration (i.e., fully developed riser flow) described above for monodisperse particles with a computational grid of 50 × 120 cells 30 was adopted for bidisperse particles.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Monodisperse Case. An example of the instantaneous particle volume fraction field at t = 8 s obtained in the simulation performed using the quadrature-based moment method is reported in Figure 3a . It is shown that particles segregate at the walls of the riser, forming "packets" at higher volume fraction, which tend to move downward because their weight wins over the resistance exerted by the fluid. As explained elsewhere, 31 the flow evolves from the uniform initial conditions through an intermediate state where particles, due to the reflective conditions at the walls, form two vertical stripes parallel to the walls, with lower particle concentration. In these stripes the fluid accelerates, and the difference in shear causes the flow to become unstable. The instability quickly propagates to the whole flow, leading to the segregation of particles typically observed in turbulent riser flows. The time-average particle volume fraction, shown in Figure 3b (experimental data are not available for this quantity), is lowest in the center of the flow and highest at the walls, which is typical of core-annular flow. As in other gasparticle flows with strong momentum coupling between the phases, the time-average horizontal statistics are mainly determined by the turbulent fluxes and not the particle-phase viscosity and conductivity.
Results of the time-average particle velocity obtained in the simulation performed using QBMM are reported in Figure 4 and compared with the experiments 29 at z = 0.4 m. In all the reported plots, x = 0 represents the channel centerline, and x = 0.025 m indicates the channel wall. The predicted values of the vertical velocity ( Figure 4a) show a core-annular behavior with negative values at the wall, indicating particles fall in that region of the system and positive values in the center of the riser. Results are in acceptable agreement with the experimental measurements 29 and similar to those obtained by simulations. 29 The convergence of the averages is considered satisfactory, in spite of the relatively short averaging time, because the values of the time-average velocity along the x direction ( Figure 4b ) are approximately zero, as expected when the flow is fully developed. The root-mean-square (rms) of the particle velocity is reported in Figure 5 and is in qualitative agreement with the experiments 29 but not in quantitative agreement. For the z component, both the experimental and the computational profiles show a minimum at the riser centerline (Figure 5a ) and the maximum value in proximity of the wall but at a certain distance from it. The rms velocity in the x direction, reported in Figure 5 (b), is in quantitative agreement with the experimental data. Differences in the numerical predictions compared to the experimental data might depend on the fully developed flow conditions in the QMOM simulation, as opposed to the developing flow in the experiments. Further reasons that could explain the differences are the choice of the drag law, as well as other sub-models used in the numerical model and the systematic errors in the experimental measurements. 29 The time-average granular temperature is reported in Figure 6 . Note that the granular temperature is not the same thing as the rms velocity statistics. 53 The values of Θ p present a minimum at the wall of the channel, where the collision frequency is higher due to higher particle concentration and to particle segregation, and a maximum in the core of the riser, where the flow is dilute and collisions are not dominant, as shown in Figure 7b . Data for the granular temperature are not available from the experiments or from the Euler−Lagrange simulations for comparison. Nevertheless, as shown by comparing Figure 6 to Figure 5 , the square root of the granular temperature is much smaller than the rms particle velocity.
In order to better understand the flow conditions, timeaverage particle-phase dimensionless numbers are reported in Figure 7 . Before proceeding to consider the behavior of the particle Knudsen number, it is worth noting that the particle flow is in transonic conditions, meaning that there are parts of the computational domain where the particle velocity is above or equal to the local particle-phase "speed of sound" (Ma > 1) and other parts of the system where the particle velocity is below the local value of the speed of sound (Ma < 1). This is evident from the values of the time-average local particle Mach number (the instantaneous particle Mach number is defined by Ma = |U p |/ Θ p 1/2 ) in Figure 7a , which shows that the time-average value of Ma is approximately between 6 × 10 −3 and 1.8. Under these conditions, two regimes are present in the system. When Ma < 1, the particle-scale fluxes are dominated by diffusive processes, regulated by the local value of the granular temperature, which has to be used to compute the characteristic velocity in this regime. When Ma > 1, the particle-scale fluxes are dominated by convective phenomena, meaning that the transport of properties is mainly due to the convective transport of particles more than to diffusive phenomena, and the granular temperature has to be replaced by the local mean velocity magnitude in the definition of the characteristic velocity of the particle flow. The two zones are separated by a dashed line in Figure 7a .
Because the particle flow undergoes a transition between two different regimes, the definition of the (instantaneous) particle Knudsen number has to be modified according to the region where it is computed 66 
The values of the time-average particle Knudsen number, computed assuming L = 2WD/(W + D), according to the definition of hydraulic diameter of the riser, are reported in Figure 7b . The diagram shows the flow transitions from the slip regime, 67 where 0.01 < Kn < 0.1, in the region adjacent to the wall, to a more rarefied regime (transitional regime) in the center of the riser, where nonequilibrium phenomena are expected to happen. The two regions are separated by the dotted line in Figure 7b . The lower value of Kn at the wall is justified by the higher particle concentration in that region of the system, which leads to higher values of the collision frequency, making the flow locally dominated by collisions. It is worth noting that if a hydrodynamic model, 41, 42, 53 derived with the hypothesis of small particle Knudsen number (continuum regime, Kn < 0.01), were used to perform the simulations, the adoption of partial slip boundary conditions 68 would have been necessary to describe the behavior of the particle flow in the zone adjacent to the walls, where Kn ≈ 0.1. However, the hydrodynamic model may deviate from the correct behavior in the center of the riser, where higher values of the particle Knudsen number are present. The time-average particle Stokes number profile is reported in Figure 7c and exhibits values between 66 and 124, which indicate that a particle's response to changes in the local conditions of the fluid flow is not instantaneous but delayed, and because the particle flow is relatively dilute, it could lead to particle trajectory crossing. As pointed out elsewhere, 34 such phenomenon cannot be accurately predicted by hydrodynamic models because they only consider moments up to second order and define only one local velocity in each computational cell, whereas multiple local velocities are necessary to be able to capture the discontinuous particle velocity field that originates from particle trajectory crossing. Nevertheless, as indicated by the particle Knudsen number less than unity in Figure 7b , particle−particle collisions in the monodisperse case are frequent enough to substantially smooth out the effects of particle trajectory crossing in the monodisperse case.
Bidisperse Case. The time-average profile of the total particle volume fraction (α p,1 + α p,2 ) is reported in Figure 8a and compared with experimental measurements 22 at z = 0.4 m, the Euler−Lagrange simulations, 30 and multi-fluid simulations. 22, 53 The profile is characterized by a qualitative prediction of the total particle concentration in the center of the channel and shows the typical structure of core-annular flow. However, the value of the particle volume fraction at the walls is underestimated, and thus, the thickness of the annulus is overestimated in the QMOM simulation. The QMOM simulation predicted the volume fraction profile of the smallest particles present in the system (d p = 120 μm) in fair agreement with the Euler−Lagrange simulations, 30 as shown in Figure 8b . However, the profile obtained with QMOM is more symmetric, perhaps due to the absence of statistical noise caused by having a finite number of particles in the Euler−Lagrange simulations, and exhibits less segregation near the walls. On the other hand, the segregation of the largest particles (d p = 185 μm) has the same average value as (Figure 8c ), but the QMOM concentration profile of these particles is nearly flat, while the Euler−Lagrange simulation exhibits significant accumulation at the walls. The QMOM profile qualitatively resembles the ones reported in the literature 22, 53 for the same case using multi-fluid simulations. However, the average value is different due to the fully developed flow conditions used in the QMOM simulation.
The vertical velocity of particles with d p = 120 μm is predicted in fair agreement with the experimental measurements, as shown in Figure 9a . However, the maximum axial velocity is underestimated with respect to its experimental value, and particle downfall along the walls is not properly captured. The predicted vertical velocity of larger particles shown in Figure 9b is significantly underestimated with respect to both the Euler− Lagrange and experimental results. This difference is due to the fully developed flow conditions used in the QMOM simulation as compared to the developing flow conditions used in He et al. 30 Indeed, for the fully developed flow we observe that the average vertical velocity of the larger particles is negative, indicating that the large particles would not be able to exit the top of a sufficiently high riser for the pressure drop used in the QMOM simulations.
The profiles of the streamwise rms velocities of the two particle types are reported in Figure 10 . For both particle types, the profile of the rms velocity is larger than in the experiments and Euler−Lagrange simulations, except at the center of the domain where the agreement is satisfactory. The large difference near the walls is likely due to the fully developed flow adopted in the QMOM simulations. As shown in Figure 9 , this results in a larger difference between the time-average vertical particle velocities, which leads to larger rms velocities due to collisions between particles of different types. We now examine the particle Knudsen and the Mach number in the bidisperse system, as done for the monodisperse case. The Knudsen number is computed for each species independently, following eq 29. However, the definition of the particle Mach number has to be extended to a mixture of particle types. We adopt here a definition based on the ratio of the velocity of the granular mixture and the square root of the granular temperature of the mixture Figure 11a shows the time-average values of the Knudsen number for each species, which clearly demonstrate that the fully developed riser flow is not collision dominated. It is worth noting that the reported values do not account for collisions between different particle types. However, it is reasonable to assume that such an effect would not change the order of magnitude of the Knudsen numbers. The time-average value of the particle Mach number reported in Figure 11b is always above one in the center of the channel, indicating that the flow is dominated by convective transport of momentum rather than by collisional transport. For such flow conditions, polydisperse kinetic theories using the Chapman−Enskog expansion to close the collision integral can not be justified because they are derived with the assumption that the particle Knudsen numbers are small. Highorder moment methods with quadrature closures, on the other hand, are not affected by this restriction. 45, 69 ■ CONCLUSIONS A fully developed riser flow, representing a portion of a circulating fluidized bed, has been simulated using a thirdorder QBMM. The simulations demonstrate the robustness and the capability of QBMM for simulating dilute mono-and bidisperse gas-particles flows. Results for the time-average particle velocity were found to be in reasonable agreement with the experimental results for developing flow in a riser. rms velocities for the streamwise component were also found to be in qualitative agreement with experiments. Furthermore, the simulation results for the bidisperse case demonstrate for the first time the applicability of the quadrature-based closure of the full Boltzmann collision integral in eq 25 for gas-particle flows.
Characteristic dimensionless numbers of the particle flow were examined for the monodisperse case. The value of the particle Knudsen number demonstrates that the flow is in a condition spanning two regimes: the slip regime (zone adjacent to the wall) and the transition regime (center of the channel), indicating that the adoption of hydrodynamic models for this flow would be inappropriate. High-order moment methods, on the contrary, are better suited to account for finite-Knudsen effects. 37 The particle Mach number showed that the particle phase is in transonic conditions, with a subsonic region adjacent to the wall. This was further confirmed by considering the local values of the particle Stokes number, which clarified that particles do not immediately react to the fluid flow.
For the bidisperse case, the values of the particle Knudsen number indicate that momentum transport is not dominated by collisions, justifying the adoption of high-order moment methods, not constrained by the hydrodynamic limit assumption, also for this case. Nonetheless, because momentum coupling between the phases in both cases generates strongly time-dependent turbulent flow, the exact formulation of the microscale transport equations may turn out to be less important than the models for turbulent fluxes needed to close the Favreaverage transport equations. 1 Indeed, the computational cost of fully resolving even the simplest multiphase hydrodynamic model (i.e., inviscid flow for both phases) puts the simulation of industrial equipment beyond reach without a predictive multiphase turbulence model. 70 Future work with QBMM will involve the simulation of systems with more realistic boundary conditions (e.g., rough walls) and geometries than those considered in the present work. Further work is also needed to develop turbulence models in the context of QBMM 1 that properly account for the momentum coupling and its role in generating two-phase turbulence.
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